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LATENCETECH NOW AVAILABLE ON SIXSQ’S NUVLA MARKETPLACE 
 

The Nuvla platform will allow LatenceTech to quickly and easily market 
and deploy its technology to its target customers 

 
 
Geneva (Switzerland), Montréal (Québec), January 12, 2023 — LatenceTech is pleased to 
announce that its technology will now be offered on the Nuvla platform, operated by SixSq, 
an Ekinops company. This agreement will allow LatenceTech to quickly and easily market and 
deploy its technology to service providers and network operators. 
 
Using artificial intelligence, LatenceTech offers a solution for real-time analysis and prediction 
of 5G network quality, with a focus on ultra-low latency connectivity. 
 
SixSq’s Nuvla is a proven B2B digital platform for industrialization and automation of 
containerized edge applications and device management. The Nuvla app vendor program 
gives app vendors and customers tools to interact in a seamless way, including clear pricing 
and contractual terms. It also provides hassle-free monetization of business applications for 
telcos, service providers and system integrators. 
 
With the Nuvla platform, LatenceTech's technology will be able to be marketed and deployed, 
through a simple and robust purchasing process. Buyers will be able to use LatenceTech's 
solution with just a few clicks using the user-friendly dashboard developed by Nuvla. 
 
“Our agreement with SixSq is an important milestone for LatenceTech as it allows our 
company to market our technology on a large scale on an efficient and well-established 
platform to our target audiences. We believe that the Nuvla platform is an excellent fit for 
our technology and business model. We are confident that this partnership between SixSq 
and LatenceTech will be mutually beneficial, and that it will allow our future customers to 
benefit from the high value-added advantages of our technology in a simple and quick 
manner," said Benoit Gendron, President and CEO of LatenceTech. 
 
“This partnership with LatenceTech fills an important gap in the ability for service providers 
to monetize 5G. Now users can accurately and easily measure SLA compliance, something 
that is paramount when selling high quality services, without taking risks. And all this is a few 
clicks away using Nuvla”, said Marc-Elian Bégin, SixSq CEO and Co-founder.  
 



 
The service is available via a pay-as-you-go subscription. You will find LatenceTech on the 
Nuvla Marketplace here.  
 
About SixSq 
SixSq is a leader in edge computing B2B platform as a service. The team is based in Geneva, 
Switzerland, and embraces the Swiss ideals of excellence, innovation and precision. Nuvla.io, 
the company’s edge-to-cloud B2B management platform and marketplace, allows customers 
to deploy a secure and comprehensive edge and cloud strategy, while avoiding lock-in. The 
NuvlaEdge software turns any x86 or ARM hardware platform into a smart edge device 
connected to Nuvla.io to deploy applications in a range of sectors. The result is a secure edge-
to-cloud solution that is application centric, hardware agnostic, cloud neutral and container 
native. 
 
SixSq is part of the Ekinops Group, a leading network equipment and solutions provider. For 
more information, please visit sixsq.com and ekinops.com. 
 
About LatenceTech 
LatenceTech offers a real-time cloud analytics and monetization solution for wireless 
networks with a special focus on ultra-low latency connectivity in support of time-sensitive 
innovations. Founded by seasoned telecom and IT executives, Benoit Gendron, Nicolas Gorse 
and Emmanuel Audousset after seeing how sustained low-latency connectivity a positive 
game-changer for the industry’s new innovative services can be. LatenceTech's mission is to 
help ensure the best low latency 5G connectivity for the industry. For more information or to 
sign up for a free trial, see www.latencetech.com/fr 
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